Notice to Navigation interests

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Building Strong.

October 30, 2019

TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH

NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 19-123
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

TENNESSEE-TOMBIGBEE WATERWAY, MISSISSIPPI

DREDGE WORK, MILE 410.0 MONTGOMERY POOL

K-Belle Consultants LLC, dredge COASTAL ROSE and associated plant are preparing for dredging operations at mile 410.0 on Montgomery Pool, Tishomingo County, MS. They expect to begin dredging activities on 31 October 2019, and will be working 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Due to the location of such work, beginning 01 November 2019 recreational lockage’s made during daylight hours at Whitten Lock will only occur at 8:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m., and 4:00 p.m. After 6:00 p.m., normal procedures apply. This schedule is expected to only last approximately two weeks. Material will be disposed in the permitted upland disposal area PE-03. Navigation traffic may contact the dredge via marine radio on channel 16, if needed. Traffic is requested to transit this reach with caution at no wake speed.

For further information please contact Roger Wilson, Jr. at the Tennessee-Tombigbee Project Management Office at (662) 245-5500.

[Signature]

CARL E. DYESS
Chief, Navigation Section
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